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50+ YEARS EXPERIENCE IN 
SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT 

(NGO & BUSINESS)

GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY 
NETWORKS

WHO ARE WE?

CUTTING THROUGH THE 
UNCERTAINTY

 Looking at your business through societies’  
eyes – environmental, sustainability.

 Turning market analysis and trends into 
bottom line opportunities.

 Developing the story behind your product 
(provenance, value etc)

 Tailoring the best international 
improvement tools to your business to ease 
transition and change organisationally.

 Positioning you ahead of the game by…
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HELPING YOU UNDERSTAND 
SOCIETY’S EXPECTATIONS



TODAY’S PRESENTATION
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• What did we do?

• How does it relate to 
forests?

• What are we doing
about it?

• What’s ahead?



SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD 
INTERNATIONALLY
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• 4.4m km2 EEZ.  4th largest

• 9th largest coastline: 15,134 km 

• 130 commercially fished species

• ~50% Maori fishing quota

• 1986 QMS introduced, controls total commercial catch
• virtually all main fish stocks 

• 500 individual TACCs

• 2014 fishing year TACCs = 656,618 tonnes 

• 4th largest export earner, $1.52 billion   

• Total landed catch (as at December 2013): 412,346 tonnes

• Total seafood harvest (including aquaculture): 600,000
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NEW ZEALAND’S 

SEAFOOD INDUSTRY

Big, valuable fisheries, 
important domestically and 

internationally.

Proud of sustainable 
management, recognise it’s 

never complete!



OUR CLIENT: AOTEAROA FISHERIES
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INNOVATION
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SUPREME NEW ZEALAND 

INNOVATOR 2014

Precision Seafood Harvest

http://www.precisionseafoodharvesting.co.nz/
http://www.precisionseafoodharvesting.co.nz/


ECONOMIC VALUE
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SOCIETAL VALUE
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Lake Whakaki Tuna (eel) project



THE WHOLE FARM
NOT JUST THE FISHERY
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PĀUA INDUSTRY COUNCIL 
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“YOU CANNOT MANAGE WHAT YOU CANNOT MEASURE." 
LORD KELVIN



HOW DOES ALL THIS RELATE TO 
FOREST ECOSYSTEMS?
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6 Priority 
Ecosystem 

Services

Wildfoods

Regional 
Climate 
Change

Erosion
Educational 

and 
Inspirational

Recreational 
and 

Ecotourism

Spiritual 
and Ethical



LAND USE - EROSION AND 
SEDIMENTATION

• Natural process 
• exacerbated by human activities e.g. forestry and agriculture.

• NZ used to be heavily forested
• ~ Agriculture (51%) & forestry (5%) (Quinn et al, 1997) 

• ~ 37% ‘hill country eroded’ (Jones et al, 2008) 

• Sediment accretion rates increased by factor of up to 18 with 
human settlement. (Glade, 2003) 

• Especially Marlborough Sounds 2,000 t yr-1 fine sediments (7,000 t 
yr-1 during harvest).
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• Not an issue on 
Chatham or Stewart 
Islands. Backed up by 
anecdotal and 
satellite evidence.
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Figure 16: Massive kelp beds washed ashore in (need date?) after a southerly storm at 

Anakakata Bay, outer QSC, a phenomenon that has not occurred for over two decades 

(photo from Dave Baker).  

 

Dave suggests the main reason for the decline is sedimentation from 

deforestation over the last 21, but in particular the last 14 years, over which time the 

rate of M. pyrifera loss has roughly doubled. This time period coincides with major 

forestry harvesting events in QCS (pers. comm. D. Baker, 2014). In comparison to 

observations in PAU7, similar observations have not been made in areas such as 

Stewart Island (PAU5B) (pers. comm. Z. Smith, 2014), where there has been virtually 

no deforestation or land use change. The same can be said for the Chatham Islands 

(PAU4), where although the island has undergone extensive clearing of native bush 

for agriculture, its small catchment and flat nature (lack of erosion-prone hill 

country), means that sedimentation has not been observed as a significant issue with 

regard to M. pyrifera abundance or productivity of the paua fishery (pers. comm. D. 

Winter, 2014).  

 

2.5 Effects of declining M. pyrifera abundance on paua 

 

M. pyrifera is an important component of paua ecosystems. In some 

environments, macrocystis can account for 20-83% of total particulate organic carbon 

that reaches the seafloor making is a important contributor of organic enrichment of 

carbon to the benthos (Pirker, 2002), and in some locations paua have been shown to 

© David Baker

Dave Baker as a child in 

Marlborough Sounds with 

kelp wash-up (common then)

KELP LOSS
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Kelp loss and effects on Paua:
• Food source – Macrocystis pyrifera
• Restrict recruitment of kelp spores
• Restrict paua larval settlement or 

cause mortality
• Change adult Paua behavior – making 

them more susceptible to predation
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Figure 11:  Mean annual temperature for New Zealand, calculated from NIWA's 

'seven-station' series. This series uses climate data from seven geographically 

representative locations. The data are adjusted to take account of factors such as 

different measurement sites. The blue and red bars show the difference from the 

1971-2000 average. The black dotted line is the linear trend over 1910 to 2010 

(0.96°C/100 years) (from: https://www.niwa.co.nz/our-science/climate/information-

and-resources/clivar/pastclimate). 

Figure 12: Approximate depletion of Macrocystis pyrifera beds in Queen Charlotte 

Sound based on historical accounts (pers. comm. D. Baker, 2014).  
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20% of 

TACC

Wairarapa (PAU2)

• Mixed land use

• Productivity 
linked with 
native bush?
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ECOSYSTEM BASED APPROACH
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TIPPING POINTS, PERFECT STORMS 
OR JUST COMPLEX PROBLEMS?
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Challenges 
below and 
above the 

water

Rock 
lobster / 

paua / blue 
cod / kina/ 

kelp

Shellfish 
parasites

Marine 
Farming

Recreational 
fishing

Community 
aspirations
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WHAT ARE WE DOING ABOUT IT?

Sponsoring a ground truthing

project with the Natural Resource 

Sector…..please contribute….



THE PART FORESTRY CAN PLAY
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• Contribute land use information into this process

• Consider riparian margin health in the 
Marlborough Sounds. Different context ?

• Share Forest Accord experience

• Collaborate to build a coastal seafood / major 
land user accord?

• ….acknowledge Jeremy Fleming.



WHAT LIES AHEAD?

• Crowded planet AND Aotearoa.

• Behaviour change. Restoration? Who pays? Share costs and 
benefits. How? Payment for ecosystem services?

• Stronger kaitiakitanga and matauranga maori in 
management, investment decisions and expectations of 
value. 

• e.g. personifying the Whanganui river.
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• Underpin and grow NZ Inc – our 
mana at home and in export markets 
with a deep, authentic Maori and 
Kiwi provenance story.
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THE CHOICE IS COMING ON 

BOARD NOW OR LATER….

katherine@terramoana.co.nz

Cell: 022-108-3536

http://www.terramoana.co.nz

THANK YOU

mailto:katherine@terramoana.co.nz
http://www.terramoana.co.nz/


LINKS

• AFL and Sanford presentations at the New Orleans 
Seafood Summit

• Aotearoa Fisheries Ltd Sustainability Journey

• SBC ESR Pilot

Recent Articles: 

• Seafood ecosystem services in South East Asia

• Impact investing for sustainable seafood

• Solutions Journal online and copies here.
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http://www.seafoodsummit.org/images/proceedings/Meeting_Industry_Information_Needs.pdf
http://www.afl.maori.nz/
http://www.sbc.org.nz/resources-and-tools/case-studies/science-and-innovation/esr
http://wwf.panda.org/what_we_do/where_we_work/coraltriangle/news/?245671/The-cost-of-sustainable-fisheries&utm_source=WWF+International+List&utm_campaign=ac21e51fc3-CTNewsletter_MarApr_2015_Int'l&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_905dcac5c9-ac21e51fc3-224851597
http://impactalpha.com/tending-the-ocean-not-just-the-seafood-valuing-ecosystem-services-in-new-zealand/
http://thesolutionsjournal.com/node/237331

